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NEW KELORE MINES LIMITED 

JUTTEN AND SMYE TOWNSHIPS 

RONKA EM 16 AND MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

~l

INTRODUCTION

This is the report on the results of a Ronka EM 16 and 

Magnetometer Survey carried out on 10 mining claims during July and 
August of 1971. The claims are owned by New Kelore Mines Limited.

The field v;ork and data plotting was done by Roger Mercier 

of Mid-North Engineering Services Limited. The following report and 

the accompanying maps describe the results of the survey and give an 
interpretation of them.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The 10 claims are located in Smye and Jutten Townships, 

Patricia Mining Division, District of Thunder Bay, and are numbered as 

follows:

Pa 285922 and Pa 235923, 

Pa 285931 to Pa 285934 inclusive, and 

Pa 285941 to Pa 285944 inclusive.

The property is accessible from Highway 599 by boat on Savant 

Lake.

GEOLOGY

Except for the extreme south limits of the property where the 

underlying rocks are granitic in character, the claims are underlain bj 

an undifferentiated series of andesitic and rhyolitic volcanics. It is 

assumed that the volcanic rocks sequence consists of the usual suite oJ 

flows, breccias, agglomerates and tuffs. Rocks of these types and 

composition are regarded as favourable for base metal mineralization.
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This is the report on the results of a Rouka SK 16 and 

Mainetooeter Starrer carried out on 10 mining claim during July and 

August of 1971. The clai*a are owned by Bew Kelore Mines Limited.

The field work and data plotting was done by flower Hercler 

of Kid-Korth Ensineering Serrices Li&ited. The following report and 

the accompanying caps describe the results of the surrey and fire an 
interpretation of the*.

PROPERTY A.TO LOCATION

The 10 claioa ere located in Suye aad Jutten Townships, 

Patricia Mining Division, District of Thunder Bay, and are numbered as 
follows:

PA 285922 and PA 285923,

PA 285931 to PA 28593* inclusiw*. and ^^ . 
PA 2859J*1 to PA 20591* 1* inelusi-**. 4i-**V* 

The property is accessible fro* Highway 599 by boat on Savant
Lake.

GEOLOGY

Except for the extrene south licits of the property where the 

underlying rocks are granitic in character, the claim are underlain by 

an uodiffercntlated series of andesitic and rhyolitic volcanics. It is 

assuaed that the volcanic rocks sequence consists of the usual suite of
3

flows, breccies, aggloaeratcs and tuffs. Rocks of these types and 

composition are ref.ardedjas favourable for base octal nlneraliintion.
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SURVEY METHODS AND INSTRUMENT DATA

The surveys were carried out on a network of picket lines 

striking N35V7 at 400 foot intervals. Survey readings were taken at 

50 foot intervals along each picket line. Altogether 8.45 miles of 

line were surveyed, not counting baselines. Electromagnetic readings 

totalled 1950; magnetic reading 1000; for a grand total of 2950 readings. 

The number of station was 975.

The magnetic survey was made using a Sharpe PMF 3 magnetometer. 

The instrument measures the vertical components of the earth's magnetic 

field. Readings were plotted as gammas after correction for diurnal 

variations.

The electromagnetic survey was made using a Ronka EM 16 

electromagnetic unit. This instrument utilizes the United States Very 

Low Frequency transmitting stations ofr its signal. The VLF stations 

set up a series of concentric horizontal magnetic fields about their 
vertical antenna and when their magnetic fields encounter conductive 

bodies in the ground, secondary magnetic fields are set up which radiate 

from these bodies. The EM 16 measures the vertical components of these 

secondary fields by means of two coils.

For this survey signals from the station at Cutler, Maine were 

used. Two readings, the In-Phase and the Quadrature were measured at 

each station.

SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Magnetic Survey

The background magnetic intensity ranges from just over 1000 

gammas, to just under 1500 gammas. The 1500 gamma contour appears to be 

the one which begins to outline significant magnetic changes. The 

strongest magnetic reading was 40,620 gammas, a clear indication of a
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the one vhich begins to outline significant caenetic changes. The 

Gtronfrest raagnctic reading was li 0,620 garrsaa, a clear indication of a
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concentration of magnetite. Other zones of more modest magnetic 

intensity are indicative of either concentrations of pyrrhotite or 

zones of dispersed magnetite.

There is a prominent magnetic "ridge" striking north-easterly 

near the south limit of the property. This ridge is clearly a zone of 

magnetite iron formation. It is located near the volcanic-granite contact 

and probably folds in accordance with this contact although this cannot be 

determined with precision because the nose area of the suspected fold 

lies under a small lake.

The other zones, of above normal magnetism remain below the 

5000 gamma level in intensity, and are quite numerous. They are randomly 

distributed over the entire property.

An unusually large number of dipole effects are recorded on 
the survey plan.

Electromagnetic Survey

Zones of electromagnetic conductivity are fairly common and 

show considerable variations in their intensity.

Two conductive zones of note, but with little economic 

potential, lie near the south limit of the property. The southernmost 

conductor is of moderate intensity and seems to coexist with the volcanic- 

granite contact. The second zone, of intermediate intensity, parallels 

on its north flank the ridge of strong magnetism which is surely a 

magnetite iron formation. Near the east border a second zone of conductivity 

appears to bevel into the iron formation. This phenomena is quite common 
in the general area but there is no clear cut interpretation or explanation 

for its raison d'etre.

A discontinuous zone of woak magnetism is traceable along 

the entire length of the baseline, It has no apparant magnetic 

correlation and may be a topographical effect.

Two separate zones of conductivity lying approximately 600 

and 1400 feec north of the baseline between lines 16 and 40 SW are of
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concentration of na{3ietitc. Other zones of nore oodest magnetic
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intensity are indicative of either con cent r at i on c of pyrrhotipe or

zones of dispersed nagnetite.

There is a pronine: ' nagnetic "ridge" striking north-easterly 

near the south licit of the property. This ride* i" clearly a zone of 

 arctite iron f creation. It is located Dear the volcanic-granite contact

and probably folds in accordance vith this contact although this cannot be
*M 

determined vith precision because the fcnooxi area of the suspected fold

lies under a s&all lake.

The other zones of above noraal magnetism remain below the 

5000 gonna level in intensity, and are quite numerous. They are randocly 

distributed over the entire property.

An unusually large number of dipole effects are recorded on 

the survey plan.

ElectroaaRnetic Survey

Zones of electroBagnetlc conductivity are fairly COSBOD and 

abov considerable variations In their intensity.

Two conductive zones of note, but vith little economic 

potential, lie near the south limit of the property. The southernmost 

conductor is of moderate intensity and seeas to coexist vith the volcanic- 

granite contact. The second zone, of intermediate intensity, parallels 

on its north flank the ridge of strong magnetism vhich is surely a 

Esagnetite iron formation. Near the east border a second zone of conductivity 

appears to bevel into the iron formation. This phenomena is quite common 

in the general area but there is no clear cut interpretation or explanation 

for its raison d'etre.

A discontinuous zone of weak magnetism Is traceable along 

the entire length of the baseline. It has no apparent nagnetic 

correlation and may be a topographical effect.

Tvo separate zones of conductivity lying approximately 600 

and ibOO feet north of the baseline between lines 16 and bO CH are of
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considerable interest. These two zones appear to be the most 

favourable on the property.

A zone of conductivity lying about 400 feet north of 

baseline 4 lacks significant magnetic correlation and roughly 

parallels a through running water course. The conductivity is 

strong and the obvious inference is a graphitic shear zone. The 

In-Phase readings suggest a build up to a similar zone lying just 

north of the north boundary of the property.

There are a number of other short conductors showing 

from weak to fair conductivity, some with and some without magnetic 

association, which require further appraisal.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A Ronka 16 electromagnetic and a magnetic survey on 400 foot 
line intervals has been completed on the New Kelore, Jutten 
and Smye Townships property and a number of magnetic and 
electromagnetic anomalies have been located.

2. Certain of the anomalies can be attributed to geological 
phenomena with which base metal ore bodies are not likely 
to be associated: for example, the volcanic-granite contact, 
a zone of magnetite iron formation, and a graphitic shear zone.

3. Most of the electromagnetic conductivity cannot be readily 
explained and therefore may have some association with 
conductive base metal mineralization. Thus, further investigation 
of these anomalies is necessary. This should follow the following 
lines, perferably in the order listed:

(a) Prospect and geochemically soil sample the several different 
conductors paying special attention to those with good 
magnetic associations;

(b) Two or three short preliminary drill holes are warranted on 
the anomalies lying 600 and 1400 feet north of the baseline 
between lines 16 and 40 SW.

My report is respectfully submitted,

September 15, 1971 H.Grant Harper,F.G.A.C, P.Eng,
-^ . . ^ Economic Geologist.
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A zone of conductivity lying about feOO feet north of 
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There are a mather of other short conductors shoving 
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CONCLUSION ATO RECOHKEBDATIOIIS

1. A Ronka 16 electromagnetic and a magnetic survey on kOO foot 
line intervals has been completed on the Hew Kelore, Jutten 
and Smye Townships property and a nutaber of Magnetic and 
electromagnetic anomalies have been located*

2. Certain of the anomalies can be attributed to geological 
phenomena with which base metal ore bodies are not likely 
to be associated: for example, the volcanic-granite contact, 
a zone of magnetite iron formation, and a graphitic shear (one.

3. Most of the electromagnetic conductivity cannot be readily 
explained and therefore may have some association with 
conductive base cetal mineralization. Thus, further investigation 
of these anomalies is necessary. This should follow the following 
lines, preferably in the order listed:

(a) Prospect and geochemleally soil sample the severn! different 
conductors paying special attention to those with good 
magnetic associations;

(b) Tvo or three short preliminary drill boles are warranted on 
the anomalies lying 100 and 1HOO feet north of the baseline 
between lines 16 and fcO SV.

report is respectfully submitted.

Scpteober 15, 1971. H. Grant Harper, F.C.A.C., P.Eng.
Econocic Geologist.
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DEPARTMENT D c MINES AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS

- -s;- BtOi- 
j. "E*. S P*o.
-s-r t i? *-s-

S-' April 6, 1972.

Mr. W. A. Buchan, 
Mining Recorder, 
Court House, 
Sioux Lookout, Ont.

Dear Sir:

Re: Mining Claims Pa. 285922 et al, 
Smye and Jutten Townships. 
File 2.613

The Geophysical (Magnetometer, Electromagnetic) assessment 

work credits as shown on the attached list have been 

approved as of the date above. Please Inform the recorded 

holder and so indicate on your records.

Yours very truly,

/dg.

APR 101?72 g

Fred W. Matthews, 
Supervisor, 
Projects Section.

c.c. New Kelora Mines Ltd.

c.c. Mid-North Engineering 
Services Ltd.

c.c. Mr. H. Grant Harper, P. Eng.

c.c. Resident Geologist, 
Kenora, Ont.

B*.
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MAGNETOMETER SURVEY
INSTRUMENT - SHARPE PMF-3

AN readings in this survey tie indirectly 
with adjoining properties
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